Round 8
Sunday July 7
@ Ringwood
Thanks to Clinton and everyone at Ringwood for hosting a great day of football.
Thanks to everybody who helped out today with all the little jobs that needed to be
done.
A series of late withdrawals, from after selection night right through to game day
morning, saw both the Seniors and Reserves teams going into these critical matches
under-strength and away from home against the improving Ringwood Spiders.
But from adversity comes opportunity, and the most unassuming players were the ones
who grabbed their chances with both hands.
Jubilee Reserve in Ringwood is a big open ground with a great surface. The scoring end
was, as usual, the south-eastern end, and the breeze increased as the day wore on,
making scoring at the pavilion end even tougher.
Seniors
Williamstown v Ringwood
Q1 1.4 (10) v 0.0 (0)
Q2 2.4 (16) v 1.0 (6)
Q3 4.5 (29) v 2.1 (13)
Q4 4.7 (31) v 2.1 (13)
Goals: Burger 2, Travis 1, Michael Roach 1.
Best; Josh Knight, Sifa Kuila, Ibby Nasser, Rodney Gibbs, Micky Green
Three Reserves players stepped up to fill the vacancies today – well done to Liam
Thursfield, Andrew Villiers and 13-year-old Yaser Shubeliat, who all showed that they
have what it takes to play at the highest level in the future. With a hard-running effort
by mid-fielders like Micky Green, Jono Kha and Daniel Cesaria, and Ray Causon
dominating in the ruck, we had plenty of ball inside the forward 50 for most of the game,
but poor delivery, bombing the ball into the goals, made life hard for the forwards. Good
running goals from the Jackson contingent, Travis Barrett and Michael Roach, set up the
lead in the first half. Burger did well to bag a couple of majors from limited
opportunities. Rodney Gibbs was invaluable all over the ground and Glen Causon
contributed his usual tough and relentless defensive efforts in the front half. It was the
backline that really delivered the quality performances in a massive shut-down of the
Spiders scoring options. Sifa was impassable, Ibby Nasser was untiring in his run and
rebound, Brett Mackey as solid as ever, the reliable Josh Synot continued to set the
standard, and Patrick Edsall provided some grunt with surprising flair. But the Man of the
Match was gutsy little Josh Knight, who stepped up to the challenge of replacing the
injured Kelvin O’Connor by producing an outstanding four-quarter effort, show-casing his
kicking and marking skills with great aplomb.
This was a crunch game for us, and one which could easily have gone the other way. The
fact that we were able to cover our absences and produce such a top-quality effort today
stands us in good stead for the up-coming games against Fremantle (Exhibition Match at
home), Mazenod (at home) and Coburg (at Parkville). Then the Finals!

Reserves
Williamstown v Ringwood
Q1 3.2 (20) v 0.0 (0)
Q2 3.3 (21) v 0.0 (0)
Q3 7.8 (50) v 0.0 (0)
Q4 7.10 (52) v 2.3 (15)
Goals: Andrew Villiers 2, Brandon Micallef 1, Liam Thursfield 1, Yaser Shubeilat 1, Kane
Garner 1, Mo El Hawli 1.
Best: Andrew Villiers, Noah Ward, Lewis Wardell, Alex Wardell, Yaser Shubeilat, Kaleb
Halley, Mo El Hawli, Jake Tomasic, Dominic Favorito, Dean Zavattiero, Lyndal Van Es,
Liam Thursfield, William Lang, Chantelle Gordon, Brandon Micallef, Kane Garner, Theo
Causon, Nathan Axiak, Daryl Rimmer. [Team effort]
The opportunity to put the drills that we use at training into practice in a game situation
was very much on show in the Reserves game against Ringwood. With each and every
player prepared to work together for the team result, we had an excellent tally of 1percent efforts, shepherds, tackles, hand balls to advantage, hard running, accurate
kicking, strong marking, and goal scoring. Players worked hard to bring others into the
game, and because everyone gave their very best efforts all day, no-one let their team
down. This was an important win that could see us go back into the top four when the
ladder is updated on Tuesday.

